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ON SUBJUNCTIVE CLASSES OF GROUPS
Javier Otal
Throughout, the terminology is that of [51 . A class X of groups is
said to be subjunctive if it is Sn and No -closed, that is if subnormal
subgroups of X-groups and groups generated by finitely many normal
X-subgroups are in X . These classes were introduced in [61 for the study
of the subnormal structure of a group and have also been considered un-
der the point of view of the dualization of Gaschütz's formation theory
of finite soluble groups ([11,[31) . In the present paper we shall deal
with a classification of subjunctive classes in two disjoint types, as
the following result shows
Theorem A subjunctive class either only contains perfect groups having
no non-trivial cyclic subnormal subgroups or contains every finite
p-group, for some prime p.
Its proof needs an auxiliary result which we state in a more general
form because of its own interest . We recall that an N,-group is a group




Let X be a subjunctive class . If Y is a Do-closed subclass of
N1-groups then every Y-group is nilpotent and AXr1Y < X.
Proof : First, let G eY ; then GxG eY and, in particular, the diagonal
subgroup D of GxG is subnormal . If D = Doa D 1 a . . . a D r = GxG is a sub-
normal chain from D to GxG and Z i is the i th-term of the upper central
series of G we obtain by an easy induction that if (x,y) e Di then xZ i =
= yZ i . Therefore G = Zr and then G is nilpotent .
Now, let G be an X-group with a normal subgroup N such that G/N rY .
Let {Zi /N 1 o < i < cl be thej,gpper ;centra-1 series of. . GIN ; in order to
show that G/N E X, we may assume that Zi /N E X if i < c . Let K = Gx(G/N)
and denote by Go the image isomorphic .to .G, .in K under the map that sends
x to (x,xN) . If K i = Z i x(Z i /N) then Ki EX if i < c and, since Ki-1Go is
normal i.n K .G ., we ha.ve_by an . easy induction. :that~ K i po, E,X : i .f i <_ . c . But..p
	
. 1 . . _ _ . . ..
K = (Gxl )Go = (Gx.l_) (Kc- ,VG0,) C.X.aod . then., G/N e X . . , . .
Proof of Theorem : Let X be. a subjunctiye.class . Denote by,,U the class
of perfect groups having no non-trivial cyclic subnormal subgroups and
assume that X is not contained in U . Let 1 1 G eX . If G is perfect then
it must contain a non-trivial cyclic subnormal subgroup, which necessa-
rily belongs to X . If G' is proper then G/G' eX by Lemma and each one
of its non-trivial cyclic subgroups belongs to X . Thus X contains a non-
trivial cyclic group, say H . If H is finite then there exists a prime p
such that G contains a cyclic subgroup of order p, which necessarily be-
longs to X . If H is infinite then for every prime p the group H/Hp has
order p and belongs to X by Lemma . Therefore, in any case, X contains a
copy of a cyclic group of order p, for some prime p . Since any finite
p-group P can be subnormally embedded in a finite group Q generated by
subnormal subgroups of order p (see [31 p . 204) it follows from the fi-
niteness of Q that Qe X ([11 X .l .d) and then P EX, as desired .
Classes of the second type are very common and it is possible to en-
large the stock of finite nilpotent groups contained in a such class ob-
tainning similar results to those of [31 p . 204 ; sometimes that fact de-
pends on the kind of cyclic groups contained in X ; for example if X
contains an infinite cyclic group then every finite nilpotent group be-
longs to X. On the other hand, P . Hall [21 produced examples of charac-
teristically simple groups with trivial Baer radical ; such groups are
in U . It is also clear that a non-abelian simple group is an U-group ;
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since U is P and D-closed it can be proved that if Y is a class of such
groups then D Y, DY and the radical class generated by Y are subjuncti-
ve classes of U-groups . These groups can be taken to be torsion-free,
periodic or mixed (see [4]) .
We can apply our result in order to give a negative answer to the
No-closure of certain classes of groups . For example
Corollary 1
	
The following classes are not 1Vo-closed : (i) The class of
groups with trivial Baer radical ; (ii) Any S-closed cLass of torsion-
free groups ; (iii) A proper and non-trivial quasivariety of groups .
Proof : (i) Such class contains U properly . (ii) Every S-closed sub-
junctive class must contain a group of order p . (iii) Let X be a non-
trivial quasivariety, that is 3 and R-closed . If X = No X, as above,
X contains every finite p-group, for some prime p, and then we may de-
duce that every group is in X (Apply [5] 9 .11 and 8 .19 .2) .
In contrast with (ii) we have already seen that there are subjuncti-
ve classes of U-groups consisting of torsion-free groups . We also re-
mark that (iii) can be applied to varieties of groups ; since a variety
is H-closed then it is never P-closed, except for trivial cases . However
there exist proper and non-trivial P-closed quasivarieties of groups .
Finally, if Y is a class then the class LnY is defined to be the- -
class of all groups in which every finitely generated'subgroup is con-
tained in some subnormal Y-subgroup . In [6] it was studied the behav-
iour of this operator with respect to IN o-closed classes . Joinning [6]
Theorem C to our Theorem we readily obtain
Corollary 2 ff X is a subjunctive class then LnX = EX is an 1V-closed
subjunctive class of the same type .
Remark that, as a consequence, we have just proved that if X is con-
tained in U then U contains ]NX as well .
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